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Understanding color begins with the color wheel. The
colors are organized in a logical way around the circle.
Primary colors are about 1/3 distance apart around
the wheel. The primaries most often used are Red,
Blue and Yellow. There can be many other
formulations of color wheels and primaries. One
example that is becoming frequently used is the
CMYK formulation that is the standard in the printing
industry. The colors are: C=cyan, M= Magenta,
Y=yellow and K= Black.
The primary colors can theoretically be used to mix all
the other colors. So an artist should need only these
three colors in
the palette. In
reality this
does not
work. Although Triads, the use of three colors in a
painting, often are used and results in paintings that
are unified through limited color choice. Mixing any
two primary colors produces a secondary color. Blue
mixed with yellow makes green. Yellow mixed with
red makes orange and red mixed with blue creates
purple. Tertiary colors are produced by mixing a
primary with a secondary color.
Complimentary colors are colors that are opposite
each
other on
the color wheel. Complimentary colors make
each other look brighter when used together.
When mixed with each other, complimentary
colors produce greys and neutrals. A rule of
thumb is to never use complimentary colors in
equal amounts. One color should dominate in
the painting. A small amount of a complimentary
color can be added to a color to neutralize in
somewhat. For example a drop of red added to
the green used in a tree will dull the color and
make it look less artificial. However, do not over
do this or your paintings will look bland.
A Red/Green complimentary color scheme.

Color temperature –
Warm colors are the colors from red to yellow-green on the color wheel. Warm colors appear
to come toward the viewer. Cool colors are red-violet to green on the color wheel. Cool
colors appear to recede from the viewer.

Mixing colors –
Colors pigments are not pure. A red such as
Alizarin crimson may have a bit of blue in it. It
leans to blue and is considered a cool red.
While a Cadmium red may have yellow tones,
it leans yellow and is considered a warm red.
Most color palettes have a cool and a warm
version of each of the primary colors.
Mixing colors that lean toward each other on
the color wheel produces vibrant colors. A cool
blue leaning red mixed with a warm red
leaning blue will produce a vibrant purple. A
warm red yellow leaning red mixed with a
cool, green leaning blue will produce a muted
or more subdued purple.
Mixing red, yellow and blue together creates
neutral colors, variations on grey and browns
“mud”. For this reason, when mixing colors, try
to use no more than two colors at a time if you
want to create clean mixes. Third colors can be added but usually in very small quantities to
tweak the mixture.
Remember, when mixing colors, add the dark color to the light color.
Choosing paints –
Paint pigments are chemical or mineral colors that have various different properties. Some
have more transparency than others. Many of the earth colors made from minerals are
opaque to some degree. This may be an important consideration when choosing a particular

paint. Other factors to consider include
Granulation, the amount of paint
particles that settles on the paper,
staining strength, highly staining
pigments are difficult to loft from the
paper, and light fastness, how fade proof
the paint is.
Paint samples –
It is useful and economical to purchases
sample color dot sheets from paint
suppliers. There is enough paint on the
sample to use in a picture and get an idea
of how the color looks and mixes with
other colors. It makes paint trials and
ultimate purchases much less expensive.
Building the paletteBegin by choosing a warm and cool version of each primary. Common, useful choices are
listed below. These colors are chosen for usefulness, mixability and availability. Your
preferences may differ. That is a part of watercolor that personalizes our painting to a degree.
Blues –
Ultramarine blue is the most useful of the warm
blues. It makes warm skies and useful greys and
greens when mixed with other colors. Cerulean blue
is a natural color of the sky and water. It mixes in
muted and interesting ways.
Reds –
Cadmium red or Cadmium red hue are commonly
used warm reds, although the actual cadmium pigments are being replaced by less toxic
alternatives. Permanent alizarin crimson is the most frequently used cool red. If you only
use one red, this would be a good choice.
Yellows –
Cadmium yellow deep hue, Hansa yellow deep or
New gamboge are all warm yellows that mix well
with other colors. Cadmium yellow pale, Hansa
yellow pale or a lemon yellow are cool yellows
that mix well to produce greens. Both warm and
cool yellows can be used in skies.
Convenience colors to add to your palette –
These colors mostly can be mixed, but it is at times more
convenient to use them as a base that can be mixed
easily with one other color to produce the desired hue.

GreensA warm green, such as Sap green is the most useful
green to choose. Also Phthalo green or Viridian green
are cool greens that mix well but are rarely used on their
own.
Purples –
Not always necessary for the beginning palette
but dark, cool purples like Imperial purple are
good for mixing shadows, making near blacks
and other things. A warm, redish-violet such as
Cobalt violet is useful in skies for cloud shadows.
Earth colorsEarth colors are useful in themselves for
landscape, stones and mixing. Burnt sienna, a warm, orangish-brown, is my first choice for an
earth color. Quinacridone burnt
orange is a similar but
transparent choice. With
ultramarine blue, Burnt sienna
mixes a variety of useful greys. It
works well in skies and many
other applications. Raw umber
(Daniel Smith) is an excellent cool
dark brown with many
applications. Yellow ochre or
Raw sienna are earth toned
yellows that are useful in grasses
and stone. Yellow ochre is
particularly useful in toning down
many other colors.
Burnt umber is a warm earth
brown that mixes to a near neutral grey that is useful for many things. I prefer Winsor Newton
Burnt umber because it has interesting yellow undertones that add complexity to mixes.
Some other brands seem to lack this characteristic.
Greys and BlacksBlacks are of little use to most watercolorists. They are generally dull and lack complexity, but
are useful at times for somethings. I do
not recommend any blacks for a
beginning palette. For informational
purposes, Lamp black is made from
carbon soot and is a cool dense black
Ivory or bone black is warmer and less
opaque than lamp black. There are other
blacks available of course.

Grey is almost always best mixed but Payne’s grey, a blue-grey paint mix has a lot of uses
and I keep it in my palette. It works as a stormy sky color and is a good color for window glass
and for mixing darker shades of other colors. Some manufacturers Payne’s greys are too black
and lack enough blue. Winsor Newton produces a useful Payne’s grey and Daniel Smith
Payne’s blue-grey are good choices.
Whites –
Zinc white (Chinese white)
Zinc white is used for mixing pastel colors or very soft high lights. It usually comes in prepackaged watercolor kits.
Titanium white is much more opaque than zinc white. It has good covering power. Use it for
highlights and for corrections. Titanium white can be mixed with other watercolors.
Purchase these paints as Gouache. It works the same as watercolor but is often less expensive.
Selected paletteThis collection of paint can be used to build a palette of 12- 17 colors that will cover about
anything you might want to paint. There are many, many more to explore as you see in my
current palette. Think about what and where you paint when choosing colors. You need a
different palette
of colors to
paint the tropics
than you might
use to paint the
arctic. Yellow
greens are
predominant in
the Arkansas
landscape. Sap
green is very
useful here.
Mixing greysthe color chart
Compliments
are used to mix
most greys and
neutrals. Three
colors can be
used but it is
difficult to
match colors if
needed and
“mud” is more
likely to be
produced with a
three color mix.

Mixing greens – the color chart
The quickest method is to start with a near appropriate green and add another color to it to
obtain the desired color of green. There are many combinations of blue and yellow that can
make useful greens. Prussian blue also can be mixed with some browns to make interesting
greens. Use a warm green plus a warm red to mix olive greens and browns. Spring greens are
easiest made with a cool green plus a cool yellow. Perylene green can be mixed with reds and
violets to produce interesting and complex darks and blacks.
Remember, adding spots of red to green vegetation enlivens your painting.

Mixing flesh tones –
The basic flesh color mix I use is Naples yellow and Permanent alizarin crimson. A touch of
ultramarine blue or Burnt sienna is used for shadow. Yellow ochre can be substituted for
Naples yellow. A very light wash of Burnt sienna alone will also work for some skin tones.
Darker tones require Raw umber or Burnt umber often mixed with yellow ochre or
ultramarine blue.

Painting with Triads –
Any combination of three colors of paint can be used as a triad. Five possible triads are shown
below. Use these to paint the templates provided or make your own pictures.

